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BUSINESS PLAN TO LAUNCH THE BLOCKCHAIN BASED  
CRYPTOCURRENCY WITH EQUITY SHARE

COIN DENOMINATIONS
1,00 / 2,00 / 5,00 / 10,00 / 20,00
50,00 / 100,00 / 200,00 / 500,00

1000,00 / 10.000,00 / *100.000,00
/ *1.000.000,00

For the Asia Market
8,88 / 88,88 / 888,88 / 8.888,88

*88.888,88 / *888.888,88

*Coins with 3D printed Diamonds  
All value 1:1 to Great Brittan Pounds (£)
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AGENDA

This Offering does NOT constitute an offer to sell nor is it a solicitation to purchase the Securities described herein. Such a purchase transaction shall only be by
appropriate receipt of a Prospectus detailing more materially the terms and conditions that are presented herein as an overview and for discussion purposes ONLY.

Contents of this Term Sheet are Copyright © from 2014 to 2018 by AVIS GLOBAL ENERGY
All rights reserved

Reproduction or retransmission of this Term Sheet without the express written permission of AVIS Capital PLC. is strictly prohibited.



Project:
Launch of industry environment-based cryptocurrency. Its purpose is to finance the AVIS Global Green Energy Industrial
Parks, converting municipal, industrial and toxic waste to Nano-Powder for the 3D printing industry, including water
purification plants, free energy generator technology and organic food production.

✓ Creation of an open, transparent and nominal cryptocurrency.
✓ Creation of the first real Gold 3D printed coin for the day by day payment use.

- Marketing campaign
- Presence at forums and conferences
- Preferential Sale: developers, free coins given to promoters (Green Peace, National Geographic, crypto industry

magazines, cryptocurrency gurus, influencers) and traders.
- Private Sale (investors, discounts)
- Direct Sale (general public purchase through traders)
- Private mining
- Internal mining

✓ Support Bank: bank that does not own the cryptocoins and provides support through:
- Bank Accounts, wallet and Trading Platform
- Cards that convert cryptocurrency Currency associated with the accounts

In parallel:
✓ Start of the global construction phase of the AVIS Global Green Energy Industrial Parks
✓ Recovering of old landfills
✓ Desalination plants
✓ Water purification developments
✓ 3D printing industry
✓ Power Generator development for the free energy production
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CRYPTOCURRENCY - MSW NANOPOWDER PROJECTS

For the first time the cryptocurrency will not be a flat coin, as we mentioned, based on an
encrypted code and nothing else. It will be a useful currency, focused on environmental projects
that yield profits.

As an example, the profits of AVIS Industrial parks are above 30% range.

We intend to create an international business structure in which the cryptocurrency is similar to
the shares of a company, with the first sale acting as an IPO and the other two sales as capital
increases.

Every holder of cryptocoins (shares) will be paid a dividend annually either by way of more
cryptocoins or money. A percentage of the profits will be devoted to social projects, as explained
at page 24.

The AVIS Bank network and its unique Fintech based unlimited account system, in which buyers
have both their account in cryptocoins, as well as the equivalent cash account in various
currency associated with the cash AVIS debit cards. Each time a payment is made, it will be
taken from the checking account by automatically converting part of the cryptocoin holdings into
cash currency at the real time exchange rate.
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CRYPTOCURRENCY MSW PLANTS

Investors
Initial capital

Buyers InvestorsMining and market  
value

Investment

% of profits paid out in  
dividends

Stock Market  
Support

Social projects
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AVIS GREEN COIN

COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS*

EVM
Virtual Machine

SOLIDITY
Program languaje

MASTERNODES Private IPFS * WEB 3.0

*IPFS is new protocol peer-to-peer hypermedia with and objective in a short place of substitution of the current transfer  
hypertext protocol of the world-wide-web

Project

AVIS GREENS

Ethereum

Ethereum Classic

UBIQ

Expanse



2018:
➢2,000,000,000 coins.
➢ Issue price: £1,00 GBP.
➢Package value: £2,000,000,000 GBP.
➢MSW Industrial Plants: 15 units, constructed.

2020:
➢1,500,000,000 coins.
➢ Issue price: market.
➢Package Price: market price
➢MSW Industrial Plants: 30+ units, constructed. Support of the cryptocurrency.

2022:
➢1,500,000,000 coins.
➢ Issue price: market.
➢Package Price: market price
➢MSW Industrial Plants: 45+ units, constructed. Support of the cryptocurrency.

The ideal legal framework for launching the currency is to do it from a company based in London.

Bitcoin initially came out with 21 million coins as a high-demand, deflationary currency. The success of this technology has resulted in
hundreds of cryptocurrencies on the market, with different issue and capitalization parameters and objectives, even changing
technical aspects, such as Ethereum, which came out with 100 million coins. Unsupported flat coins usually see issue rates of
between 15 and 1500 million units.

We anticipate a total release of 5.000,000,000 crypto coins, in several phases.
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Initial Investment: €1,00 million.

2018:
Ø2,000,000,000 Coins.
ØIssue price: £1,00 GBP.
ØPackage value: £2,000,000,000 GBP.
ØMSW Industrial Plants: 15+ units, constructed.

- Miscellaneous: Developers, Strategic Partner, free coins given to promoters (Green Peace,
WWF, National Geographic, crypto industry magazines, cryptocurrency gurus, influencers)
and traders

- Token discount vouchers (Investors, application of discounts for limited time)
- Pre-Sale of Tokens (Investors)
- Sale of Tokens (general public purchase through traders), Mining

THE AVIS TEAM EXPERIENCED IN RAISING CORPORATE CAPITAL BY REGISTERED
OPERATIONS INVOLVING CRYPTOCURRENCIES
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Sale of 600,000,000
tokens

600,000,000
Reserved for Strategic Partners

300,000,000
Pre-sale of tokens

180,000,000
Reserved for discount sales

240,000,000
Reserved for Avis founding

Team

14,000,000
Reserved for gift campaign

66,000,000
Reserved for Promotions
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BUSINESS PLAN CRYPTOCURRENCY - DISTRIBUTION

AVIS GREENS INVEST AMOUNT

Tokens released blocked for 6 months 600,000,000
Reserved for Strategic Partners

Tokens released 600,000,000
Sale and mining of Tokens

Tokens released 300,000,000
Pre-sale of tokens

Tokens blocked for 12 months 240,000,000
Reserved for Avis founding team

Tokens released 180,000,000
Reserved for discount sales

Tokens released blocked for 6 months 66,000,000
Reserved for Promotions

Distribution of Tokens from end of sale 14,000,000
Reserved for gift campaign



TIMELINE

➢ Pre-sale start date: July 10, 2018 12:00 PM UTC +1
➢ Pre-sale special private offer each £1000,00 = 1000AGis +1000 shares
➢ Pre-Sale end date: September 15, 2018 12:00 PM UTC +1
➢ Pre-Sale Discount: 25% day 10
➢ Pre-Sale Discount: 20% day 11
➢ Pre-Sale Discount: 15% day 12
➢ Pre-Sale Discount: 10% day 13
➢ Pre-Sale Discount: 5% day 14

➢ Sale start date: October 1, 2018 12:00 PM UTC +1
➢ Sale end date: October 31, 2018 12:00 PM UTC +1
➢ Sale Discount: 5% from 1 to 7
➢ Sale Discount: 2% from 8 to 14
➢ Minimum contribution: 0.1 ETH = 500 Tokens (according market Price)

➢ Minimum sales goal: 800 million Tokens
➢ Maximum sales goal: 2 billion Tokens

* Higher value if token issued at £1,00GBP or more.
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AVIS GREEN INVESTMENTCRYPTOCURRENCY

INCOME FORECAST (2018 – 2021)

2018 ESTIMATED IN GBP. 2019 AND ON ESTIMATED IN COINS

INCOMES 2018 2019 2020 2021

Total sales 740.000.000,00 100.000.000,00 450.000.000,00 350.000.000,00

Sales 200.000.000,00 100.000.000,00 450.000.000,00 350.000.000,00

Strategic Partners 300.000.000,00 - - -

Presales 150.000.000,00 - - -

Bonus 90.000.000,00 - - -

Initial market value and value increase 1,00£ 10£100£ 101£500£ 500£

Coins dedicated to increase value 520.000.000,00 100.000.000,00 400.000.000,00 300.000.000,00

Gift 14.000.000,00

Promotions 66.000.000,00

Mining 200.000.000,00 100.000.000,00 400.000.000,00 300.000.000,00

Avis development team 240.000.000,00 - - -



2 MSW facilities planned and pending  
approval

1 MSW plants installed and operating  
in different countries

3
Environmental projects incorporated or  
pending incorporation into the project

4
Incorporation into main blockchain-
based payment networks to facilitate  
access to anyone

5
Management of funds and trading  
markets in a single multicoin platform  
to guarantee privacy

6
Adapt to technical changes in  
cryptocurrency by incorporating new  
technologies

AVIS CRYPTOCURRENCY SUPPORTING STRUCTURE



INITIAL CAPITAL: €1,000,000 (one million euros)
CONTRACT TYPE: Equity loan secured by the Crypto-MSW business  
INVESTMENT OF THE FUNDS:

ü €150,000 Estimated Software and Hardware systems investment. Software
systems development for coins mining. The team has five years of experience,
having already developed software for other currencies.

ü €300,000 in operating expenses, marketing development, conferences, sales
and promotions. Marketing is done with the preliminary launch plan.

ü €550,000 to provide funds for the company's own expenses: personnel,
payroll, taxes, travel, rentals, etc.

When required by the business volume, the company may be split into an independent  legal company if the 
shareholders so decide.
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PHASES:

1. Marketing: start modeling a product-oriented marketing campaign.
2. In parallel, start developing the necessary software.
3. Preparation of internal mining equipment.
4. Representation at industry conferences.
5. Contact experts in cryptocurrency and representative environmental entities  

for sponsorship.
6. Construction phase start.
7. Launch the cryptocurrency.
8. Operational Phase: Track the value of the currency and monitoring the 

AVIS Global Green Energy Industrial Park development.

THE BLOCKCHAIN DESIGN AND PROGRAMMING TEAM IS INTERNAL.

THE MERGER AND AQUICITON BY AVIS OF A HEALTY INTERNATIONAL
CONSTRUCTOR ENTERPRICE FOR THE SECURED CONSTRUCTION AND
SUSTAINABLE OPERATE OF THE AVIS GLOBAL GREEN ENERGY INDUSTRIAL PARKS

BUSINESS PLAN PHASES



MANAGEMENT BOARD

Cryptocurrencies  
and Green Energy  

Projects

Regional  
Director 1

Regional  
Director 2

Regional  
Director 3

Regional  
Director 4

Country  
Director 1

Country  
Director 2

Country  
Director 3

Plant 1 Plant 2 Project X
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BUSINESS PLAN BACKING AND REALITIES

Our project is backed by a group of cryptocurrency experts, blockchain programmers, environmental
experts, engineers and entrepreneurs who, with their funds, are supporting the entire launch.
The AVIS Global Green Energy Industrial Parks have certificates from authorized companies such as SGS,
Bureau Veritas, etc. The technology has been duly patented and is a property of AVIS.

There are long time demonstration plants in operation, and others under development in several other
countries, in Europe, Latin America, UAE and Africa.

The AVIS Project has been launched in 2005. Sean's then has been developed about 120 international
location with licenses, grounds and contracts for the construction start for each of these massif green
energy industrial parks cleaning up sustainable any exiting environmental disasters, old landfills or nature
catastrophes by converting any material into useful Nano-Powder. Generating millions of new jobs and
producing free energy and organic food.



BUSINESS PLAN CRYPTOCURRENCY - TECHNOLOGY

Smart Contracts
A smart contract is a computer code running on top of a blockchain containing a set of rules under
which the parties to that smart contract agree to interact with each other. If and when the pre-
defined rules are met, the agreement is automatically enforced.

The smart contract code facilitates, verifies, and enforces the negotiation or performance of an
agreement or transaction. It is the simplest form of decentralized automation.

It is a mechanism involving digital assets and two or more parties, where some or all of the parties
deposit assets into the smart contract and the assets automatically get redistributed among those
parties according to a formula based on certain data, which is not known at the time of contract
initiation.

Transactions Costs of Coordination & Enforcement Smart contracts radically reduce transaction
costs. Auto enforceable code – whether on the protocol level or on the application level –
standardizes transaction rules, thus reducing the transaction costs of:

reaching an agreement,
formalization, and
enforcement.



BUSINESS PLAN CRYPTOCURRENCY - TECHNOLOGY

Smart Contracts

A smart contract can formalize the relationships between people, institutions and the assets they own. The
transaction rule sets (agreement) of the smart contract define the conditions – rights and obligations – to which
the parties of a protocol or smart contract consent. It is often predefined, and agreement is reached by simple
opt-in actions. This transaction rule set is formalized in digital form, in machine-readable code (formalization).

These rights and obligations established in the smart contract can now be automatically executed by a computer
or a network of computers as soon as the parties have come to an agreement and met the conditions of the
agreement (enforcement).

Smart Contracts are
• Self-verifying
• Self-executing
• Tamper resistant

Smart Contracts can
• Turn legal obligations into automated  

processes.
• Guarantee a greater degree of security.
• Reduce reliance on trusted intermediaries.
• Lower transaction costs.
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ETHEREUM INHERITED TECHNOLOGY

CRYPTOCURRENCY BASED ON ETHEREUM. WHY ETHEREUM? Ethereum is a complete, public, block-based
and distributed Turing computing platform that can execute Smart Contracts. Smart contracts are
applications that run exactly as scheduled without the possibility of interruption, censorship, fraud or third-party
interference. Ethereum also provides a cryptocurrency token called "Ether", which can be transferred between
accounts and used to compensate the participating nodes for the calculations made

SECURITY: The EVM is a security oriented virtual machine, designed to permit untrusted code to be executed by
a global network of computers. To do so securely, it imposes the following restrictions:
Every computational step taken in a program‘s execution must be paid for up front, thereby preventing Denial-of-
Service attacks.
Programs may only interact with each other by transmitting a single arbitrary-length byte array; they do not have
access to each other‘s state.
Program execution is sandboxed; an EVM program may access and modify its own internal state and may
trigger the execution of other EVM programs, but nothing else.
Program execution is fully deterministic and produces identical state transitions for any conforming
implementation beginning in an identical state.

These restrictions motivated many of the design decisions, and their enforcement is pervasive throughout the
specification.



How is Ethereum different from other blockchains like Bitcoin? Ethereum has a number of
advantages:

✓ In Ethereum, the block time is set at 14 to 15 seconds, compared to 10 minutes for Bitcoin.
This allows for faster transaction times. Ethereum does this by using the Ghost protocol.

✓ Ethereum's economic model is slightly different from Bitcoin's: Bitcoin block rewards are reduced by
half every four years, while Ethereum releases the same amount of ether every year forever.

✓ Ethereum has a different method for calculating the cost of transactions based on their computational
complexity, bandwidth use and storage needs. Bitcoin transactions compete equally with one another.
This is called Gas in Ethereum and is limited by block, while in Bitcoin, it is limited by the size of the
block.

✓ Ethereum has its own complete internal Turing code. The complete Turing code means that given
enough computing power and enough time, anything can be calculated. Bitcoin doesn't offer this
flexibility.

✓ Ethereum was financed by crowdfunding while Bitcoin was released and the first miners own most of
the coins that will be extracted. With Ethereum, 50% of the coins will be owned by miners in year five.

✓ Ethereum discourages centralized group exploitation through its Ghost protocol by rewarding obsolete
blocks. There is no advantage to being in a group in terms of block propagation.

✓ Ethereum uses a memory-hard hash function called Ethash that eliminates the use of ASICS and
encourages decentralized mining by individuals using their GPUs.
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1% of the world's population owns half of all the wealth. In other words, 1% of the world’s
population, those whose assets are worth 760,000 dollars (667,000 euros or more), has
as much in cash or investments as the remaining 99% of the world's population.
Only 4% of paper money issued is backed by gold or other resources. Therefore, it follows
that money is not real, as it is based on nothing.
In Spain as in any other European country, the Deposit Guarantee Fund covers up to
100,000 euros per depositor and entity.
Any additional money in the same bank is not guaranteed.
Cryptocurrencies, by not depending on governments and banks and encouraging people to
participate in their mining, can shift, at first, the percentage of wealth from 1% to 5-10% of
the population.
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AVIS SOCIAL AND EDUCATIONAL RESPONSABILITY
https://www.avisbank.com/avis-foundation  https://www.facebook.com/ong.orion

CSR CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

AVIS Capital Limited (PLC), it’s a subsidiary of AVIS Global Energy and with AVIS Bank, is the infrastructure finance arm of the AVIS Global Energy Group of
firms. AVIS Capital will be public traded in 2018.

AVIS Global Energy (LTD) is an international “Waste to Energy company established in 2007. AVIS has developed a global “green energy strategy” and has
industrial parks in operation and under development in numerous countries. AVIS Global Energy has been spearheading a worldwide business model designed
to positively impact communities around the world. By alleviating municipal waste, it will help to transform the current global environmental and health
problems into real solutions by generating clean energy resources, providing overall sanitation improvements and ensuring real, sustainable organic food
production. Waste to Nano-Powder with state-of-the-art Vortex technology by tornado power and further converting with 3D printing technology is the overall
solution for any city worldwide. Global challenges demand innovative thinking. AVIS Global Green Energy Industrial Parks are the result of such innovative
thinking. As the human population increases, so does the strain on the environment caused by intensive energy demands, aggressive exploitation of natural
resources and massive accumulation of waste. As of today, the AVIS Global Group of firms has over 120 green energy facilities in operation or development in
South America and a further 80 around the world.

From the net benefit the AVIS team invest into social projects for those countries that support the MSW Industrial plants, that will be based on UN schemes
to verify the status of each participating country:

v First World Countries: we anticipate allocating 5% of the annual profits to social projects.
v Developing countries: we anticipate allocating 10% of the annual profits to social projects.
v Third World Countries: we anticipate allocating 20% of the annual profits to social projects.

All of the social projects would be established in agreement with governments and international humanitarian organizations.

v AVIS will develop a academy schooling network for young peoples as future 3D designers, required for the new IT - job environment.
v AVIS will actively collaborate with the UN Environment Programs to solve the problem of plastics, drinking water and existing environmental

disasters, particular the excavation of toxic old landfills as prime material resource for the Nano Powder Vortex technology.





AVIS Bank I Rep-Office Spain 
www.avisbank.com
Avde del Golf, 07180  
Calvia, Baleares, Spain
Direct +356 35505500
US Direct +1 903 669 1660
Skype: avisglobal
www.avisbank.com
www.avis.global
www.avisglobal.group
www.avis.capital
www.avis.center
www.avis.energy
www.avis.today
www.avis.fund
www.whitewest.org




